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About This Game

Criminals are sent to atone for their sins in the ancient forest. Here they will be hunted down by a terrible monster, a sacrifice to
appease the wrath of god. You were one of these exiles and just as in the stories the monster came for you. The last thing you
remember is a blade coming right towards you. Opening your eyes you find yourself resting on a strange stone platform in the

forest, all the wounds on your body and tears in your clothes gone. Lost and confused you begin to explore the world around you to
discover the secrets behind the forest and your newfound immortality.

Experience atmospheric exploration gameplay on your journey through several breathtaking areas, from a vibrant forest to
overgrown ruins and dark tunnels. Secrets await around every corner, waiting to be unearthed.

Master an engaging and challenging combat system, with many different weapons and strategies to explore.

Find fragments from the history of a broken world and reveal the truth behind the lost god and its legacy.
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Title: Lost God
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Time Stop Interactive
Publisher:
Time Stop Interactive
Release Date: 7 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual Core CPU 2.0 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce GTX 750ti

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4 GB available space
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it's a fast paced game with terrible controls. First Nancy Drew game I played. I played years ago and got stuck on Tino's survey-
make sure you don't just Google a walkthrough or guess. The game knows if you actually went through the dialouge and
checked the paprika stuff. The game is shorter than I thought! It's very fun and challenging. Fox and Geese is the worst game!
My boyfriend is a genius and completed this part for me. Overall, it's worth $7. The maid\/cook duties aren't so bad. It gives you
a break from the crazy puzzles and mystery solving. If you're a Nancy Drew fan, I'd say buy it :). While the graphics aren't quite
as bad as a lot of people make them out to be, everything else is. The level design is terrible and the game has no proper flow.
The presentation doesn't satisfy and the gameplay is horrendous. Stay away from this. Randy Pitchford was full
of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665when he said this game didn't deserve
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665it gets.. If Tron were a silent movie and looked like♥♥♥♥♥♥ George is such an
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥. 11/10, will buy HD remake.. This game is everything I have ever wanted in a space game. Infinite variations of
planets to explore, while not having a game where you have to sit and grind for hours for a ship. It is also not a game not solely
based on survival. And it has multiplayer!!!!!! At 8$ this game is a must have.

ps. Devs if you are reading this I can\u2019t wait to see what you are going to add.
(I would make this review longer but that just leaves me with less time to play this game)
(Update) when I have had problems the I went and created a discussion and got an almost immediate response from the dev and
he was very helpful with issues and suggestions I had. This is my thought on the game after not being able to play it due to the
server end problems. The only way I was able to PLAY was with friends, through the steam join off friends...... Now that all my
friends quit the game, I can not longer even attempt to play due to it being broken for me, I would like a refund. It is sad when a
f###ck dev the main guy on the game FRED himself is in my pc and still can not find the problem with it.... something has to
change with his company of failed games and this is just idk.... one thing i guess i can say is thank you for making WarZ cause i
made a friend of 11 years/ that is the best thing you ever did FRED
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Bought this game with a coupon and it's worth the money :)

+ Steam Trading Cards. My friend bought me this for $1, presumably as a joke. I played it for about 5 minutes before becoming
somewhat bored. I tried to switch to fullscreen and it crashed and broke my sound, and when I tried to restart the device my
computer bluescreened. I feel like I lost out here even though I got it for free.

Seriously though, do not buy this game for $10. For $1, maybe. Definitely not for $10.. A 100% asset flip of a Unity Template
(Ultimate Survival by Winterbyte), with no credit given. Clearly, this "dev" doesn't know what a template is for. This junk needs
to be taken off steam. Hopefully, Jim Sterling will rip this guy a new one.
https:\/\/www.assetstore.unity3d.com\/en\/#!\/content\/80368. Just don't...... This game is quite boring and feels dated, but
without the magic of the classics. There is a rumor that one or more of the creators is suffering from what I have heard called
"reverse telescoping microbenis syndrome" and it really shows in the gameplay.. A simple top down zombie shooter which I had
loads of fun with. I love how powerful the weapons feel in this game and how many freaking zombies there can be at once. It's
short (less than 3 hours) but it was cheap and came in a pack; plus it has some survival modes to do.

In the sequel they did improve the graphics and the amount of content but I prefer the feel of the weapons in this one. You feel
so much more powerful but not overpowered because there are loads of zombies. I haven't played that much through the sequel
but the weapons you get later on might be better and the campaign is defiantly longer.

Short but fun.. good game but the DLC not working ....not even the OST lol
. For an JRPG, it's really bad with characters that are bland and a poorly written dialogue with perpetual misspellings. The story
is full of plot holes straight from the beginning. The protagonist sister has the gift to heal (as in a very low level heal spell) and
for some strange reason never fully understood, an organization wants her for this cure 1 spell equivalent. Shortly after you lose
her (like 1 hour gameplay in), you find a low level heal spell to equip on any party member (and this organization doesn't want
the character you choose to place it on!). To me, that renders the plot moot. And the more I play it, the more the story comes off
as if it were written by an 8th grader with no deep understanding of governments, societies, or politics (the creator can't even
spell "politics" correctly). Save your money and buy yourself a soda and a candy bar at the gas station.. This is one of the best
games i've EVER played. It's so fun and has a lot of content for begginers to mess around with. The updates just keep on
coming and it's not even fully released! The developer is so helpful and kind, would love to see this game prosper. Highly
reccommended!
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